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Available Transmission Capacity Assessment 

Ivan Škokljev1, Darko Šošić1 

Abstract. Effective power system operation requires the analysis of vast 
amounts of information. Power market activities expose power transmission 
networks to high-level power transactions that threaten normal, secure operation 
of the power system. When there are service requests for a specific sink/source 
pair in a transmission system, the transmission system operator (TSO) must 
allocate the available transfer capacity (ATC). It is common that ATC has a 
single numerical value. Additionally, the ATC must be calculated for the base 
case configuration of the system, while generation dispatch and topology remain 
unchanged during the calculation. Posting ATC on the internet should benefit 
prospective users by aiding them in formulating their requests. However, a single 
numerical value of ATC offers little for prospect for analysis, planning, what-if 
combinations, etc. A symbolic approach to the power flow problem (DC power 
flow and ATC) offers a numerical computation at the very end, whilst the 
calculation beforehand is performed by using symbols for the general topology 
of the electrical network. Qualitative analysis of the ATC using only qualitative 
values, such as increase, decrease or no change, offers some new insights into 
ATC evaluation, multiple transactions evaluation, value of counter-flows and 
their impact etc. Symbolic analysis in this paper is performed after the execution 
of the linear, symbolic DC power flow. As control variables, the mathematical 
model comprises linear security constraints, ATC, PTDFs and transactions. The 
aim is to perform an ATC sensitivity study on a five nodes/seven lines 
transmission network, used for zonal market activities tests. A relatively 
complicated environment with twenty possible bilateral transactions is observed. 

Keywords: ATC, Power flow, Steady state security, Power system markets. 

1 Introduction 
The definition of ATC (Available Transmission Capacity / Transfer 

Capability) is elementary to electrical high voltage power transmission 
deregulated networks operational planning. Restructuring of electric power 
industry to an open-accessed and market-based system introduced high level of 
power transactions to large power system networks operation. Transfer 
capability comprised by ATC definition connotes existence of transmission 
system constraints. Existence of transmission system constraints dictates the 
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finite amount of power that can be transferred between two points of the electric 
grid. Open access same time information system – OASIS, e.g., supports the 
posting of ATCs as well as the offering of transmission and ancillary services 
with their associated prices and terms. Each utility must post the total 
transmission capability (TTC), the ATC and price for each of their posted 
transmission paths and for each transmission product. In addition, ancillary 
services must also be posted. But, “…available transfer capability (ATC) 
information on OASIS is not sufficiently reliable for commercial use” [11]. 
Noteworthy is that ATC is on OASIS evaluated as a single numerical value. To 
review the steady-state security definition of power system networks seems now 
worthwhile as an introduction to the ATC problem. 

2 Steady-State Security Level and MW Interchange Transaction 
The static security level of a power system is characterized by the presence 

or otherwise of emergency operating conditions or limit violations (l.v.'s), in its 
actual (pre-contingency) or potential (post-contingency) operating states. A 
MW interchange transaction is an active-power subproblem control variable [1].  

The transaction, prior to deregulation, was defined as a control variable. 
Therefore it was flexible to changes.  

In the deregulated, market environment, transaction is unwillingly also 
made flexible to changes. So, transacting parties advised by the transmission 
operator to reschedule their MW for security reasons are then offered an access 
to the managed (balancing) spot market to compensate [2, 3]. A third form of 
three in congestion management approaches seeks to control congestion by 
allowing and disallowing bilateral transmission agreements between a producer 
and a consumer, based on the effect of the transaction on the transmission 
system [2]. 

The definition of ATC is elementary to understanding power system 
networks in operation. Yet, in spite of an impressive bibliography on the 
subject, it remains vague. ATC belongs to the glossary of the new power 
markets paradigm where definitions still change with the praxis [3]. The 
prerequisite of electricity markets is the existance of an open-accessed high-
voltage electrical power network (a grid). The open access rule enables all 
transacting parties (byers and sellers) to freely exchange power (energy) at 
quantities previously agreed upon on the electricity market. The deal closed at 
the market later on takes the form of the so called bilateral transaction, an 
arranged delivery of electrical energy between the two independent network 
participants. One of the parties is a buyer (located at the receiving node or a 
control area of a power network) and another is a seller (located at the sending 
node or a control area of a power network). The 'power network' connotes the 
power flow mathematical model. Power flow calculations are used to assess 
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system security and operating levels [1]. The energy delivered/consumed with 
hourly discretization, i.e. a transaction of power, is modeled as a pair of equal, 
sign opposite, real power injections into the network nodes. Commonly, the 
linear, DC power flow is used for ATC, congestion analysis and other ’network-
security-in-deregulation’ related problems, applying efficiently the superpo-
sition principle [4]. However, the extent of power ’wheelings’ i.e. multiple 
transactions throughout the grid imposes a constant security threat, leading to 
emergencies and even to a power system blackouts with severe consequences 
[5]. ATC has the following connotation: if we determine/post the numerical 
ATC value we have a priori resolved the congestion problem. Or, at least we 
gave the framework how to resolve the problem [6]. The matter of flows and 
counterflows allocation could also be resolved through the ATC.  

3 Available Transfer Capacity 
The ATC of a transmission system is a measure of the transfer capability 

(transmission capacity) remaining in the physical transmission network for 
further commercial activity over and above already commited uses [7]. It is a 
measure at a given time and depends on a number of factors such as a system 
generation dispatch, system load level, load distribution in the network, network 
topology and the limits unposed on the transmission network [8].  

For a given set of system conditions, the ATC is calculated as a maximum 
amount of power that a transmission system can transport, in addition to the 
already commited transmision services, when power is injected at one location 
and the same amount of power is extracted at the same time at another location 
without limit violations. This additional amount of power is reffered to as the 
ATC between the two locations in the network. In our assessment we will omitt 
so called transmission reliability margin (TRM) [8], which is sometimes 
common. 

In the simple power system network (Fig. 1) with succeptances and power 
injections known, the DC power flow assumes calculation of line flow 
distribution. By definition, it also connotes a lossless case of transmission (for 
the detailed matrix derivation of the model, see [9]). Let us assume that all 
power scheduled at bus 3 is purchased at bus 2. Balanced operation means that 
there is no intervening injection at the slack bus 1 during the observed operation 
time-frame ( slack 0P = ). Since we supply all scheduled demand with the single 
transaction, ATC at all times is defined as an increment of power at node 2, i.e. 
the MW amount that could be added to already commited use with respect to 
the most endangered limit. Let us assume that line thermal limits are the only 
ones in focus. In that case, we have a simple case of current (power) divider 
between buses 2 and 3, with serial connection of lines 12 and 13 in parallel with 
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line 23. The lowest limit in this connection ('the weakest link') determines the 
amount of power at 2 that can be added next, and therefore the ATC. 

bus 1 bus 2

bus 3

Pout

slack
Pin

B12=1/X12

B12=1/X13 B23=1/X23

 
Fig. 1 – The ATC demonstration: sample power system. 

 
In the real power network with many nodes and lines, the order in which 

transactions are scheduled is important because it can affect the number of 
transactions that can be accomodated under a given set of system operating 
conditions. Injecting power at one node of the network and extracting it at 
another affects system flow patterns. Calculation of transactions in the meshed 
network show that loading patterns depend on superimposed transactions flows 
and counterflows [10]. The purpose of this paper is to show that the ATC is 
dependable on the time/event sequence in which transactions are established. 
Therefore, the pre-calculated ATC based on some previously determined set of 
initial conditions (a 'snapshot' [1]) has a limited value as a forcasting tool for 
some far-away future set of arbitrarily changed conditions. For example, the 
network loading pattern could change, any arbitrary transaction involving any 
other pair of grid nodes could come in, and so on. Events of this kind are erratic 
by nature. The very nature of the power flow model is this: one could not know 
the power flow pattern of the meshed network before the execution of the power 
flow program. There is no transfer function that can do that for the power flow, 
except the power flow [9]. Hence, ATC has a forecating value only if changes 
of pattern flows are minor, if operators have a good measurements and 
knowledge of their networks and points of transaction injections, etc. Here, 
linearity helps a lot, hence the direct, non-iterative DC rules out the AC power 
flow program in respective applications. 

However, posting ATC information for all to see (OASIS – open access 
same time information system) has a psychological significance in encouraging 
a free trade [11]. As pointed out [2] prices can be manipulated either by 
withholding quantity (physical withholding) or by raising the asking price 
(economic whithholding). Congestion, intentional or unintentional, condition 
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that results in reaching or violating a system transfer capability limit, can 
seriously alter free-trading conditions (perfect competition), enabling the 
excersise of market power, artificially blowing up prices of electrical power. To 
get to know the real–time, on–line available transmission capacity becomes a 
neccessity.  

This paper advocates the symboic analysis approach to this matter, to be 
explained in the sequel of the paper. To make the insight easier, the total 
transfer capability [8] will be the thermal limit. These authors find that system 
vs. nodal vs. branch allocation of ATC definition is fuzzy in the vast literature 
on the subject and to clarify this is very important. This is also one of the merits 
of symbolic analysis approach. 

4 Symbolic Analysis 
Numerical approach favors a number as an object. Results are given as 

tables of numbers. To change a parameter value assumes performing the 
complete analysis again. Symbolic approach, on the other hand, has a numerical 
computation at the very end, while the calculation is beforehand performed by 
using symbols for the electrical network of the most general topology. It is like 
deriving the analytical expressions by hand, only it is done by the computer. 
Symbolic analysis of linear power systems could be described as a formal 
technique to calculate the behavior or a characteristic of a system with some or 
all of the system parameters represented by symbols. Symbolic analysis is often 
described as complementary to numerical analysis (where numbers represent 
the variables and the system parameters) and qualitative analysis (where only 
qualitative values are used, such as increase, decrease or no change). 

The electrical network symbolic simulator is a computer program that acts 
automatically and according to the pre-defined circuit description. It performs 
symbolic analysis and generates symbolic expressions (closed form, analytic) 
for the network response or transfer function. In this case, transfer functions are 
the line DC active power flow transactions. The program SADCLF (Symbolic 
Analysis of DC Load Flow) [9] written in Mathematica [12] symbolically or 
partially-symbolically treats the network of any topology. The slack-node 
function could easily be attached to any node, without reordering or 
renumbering. The network components are defined as lists (libraries). The 
Courier New font is default Mathematica layout and in this paper it points out 
that the equations to follow are exactly symbolic computations as performed by 
the computer. SADCLF finds its application in power systems planning, 
analysis, operation, design and education. Establishing readily manageable 
transfer-function oriented power flow symbolic transactions is the main target 
of this paper. 
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A power system to be analyzed is specified by the line diagram which 
depicts the system components, topology, and structure. The system building 
blocks are defined in the SADCLF library as shown in Fig. 2. The four 
components are: the Generator (GEN), the Load (LOAD), the Line (LINE), and 
the Slack (SLACK). 

The SLACK component in SADCLF can be attached to an arbitrary bus. 
From the power system viewpoint its meaningful to consider connecting it to a 
power generator bus only. 

In the numerically oriented DC or AC load flow approach the slack bus is 
usually fixed to the first or the last bus. Thus, changing the slack bus implies 
reordering of bus labels, i.e. renumbering which is a cumbersome procedure. 

The SADCLF component constitutive equations are given in Fig. 3, and are 
specified according to the syntax shown in Fig. 4. 

A power system to be analyzed is specified as a list of components: 
PS = {PSC[1], PSC[2], ... , PSC[NPSC]} 

which are, also, lists of the form 
PSC[k] = {identifier, connection, parameters}. 

The identifier consists of two strings required to uniquely identify the type 
and the individual name of a component. 

identifier = "type", "name" 
The connection is a list of bus labels the component is attached to. The 

parameters is a list of symbols or a single symbolic value representing 
component parameters. 

 
Symbol Function Type 

slack slack bus SLACK 

gen generator GEN 

load load LOAD 

line
line and/or 
transformer LINE 

Fig. 2 – The SADCLF library of components. 
 

SADCLF receives the system description, examines the system block 
diagram, reports severe errors and formulates the appropriate system of linear 
equations. Next, it finds system variables, the bus angles, the line power flows, 
and the slack injection. This system of equations is derived from the topological 
relations and the component constitutive equations. The result obtained from 
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SADCLF is a set of analytic closed-form expressions representing the system 
variables. These expressions are symbolic formulas in terms of the system 
parameters, given by symbols (optionally, numbers) and the system power 
injections. 

 
Type Definition 

SLACK 0θ =  
GEN genP P= , gen 0P ≥  

LOAD loadP P= − , load 0P ≥  

LINE ( )im im i mP B= θ − θ  

Fig. 3 – The SADCLF component constitutive equations. 
 

Type Specification syntax Parameter 
SLACK {"SLACK", "name", i} none 

GEN {"GEN", "name", i, p} power input 
LOAD {"LOAD", "name", i, p} power output 
LINE {"LINE", "name", i, m, p} susceptance 

Fig. 4 – The SADCLF component specification syntax. 
 

Consider a three bus power system schematic for the ATC verbal 
demonstration in Fig. 1. Its structure is more pronounced in the block diagram 
of Fig. 5. The system is described in a plain ASCII text file NET3.L, Fig. 6. 

gen

line

line

slack

load

1

line

2

3

 
Fig. 5 – Block diagram of the sample power system. 
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(* NET3.L DC Load Flow of a 3-bus system *) 
 numberofbuses = 3 
 component[1] = {"LINE", "line12", 1, 2, B12} 
 component[2] = {"LINE", "line13", 1, 3, B13} 
 component[3] = {"LINE", "line23", 2, 3, B23} 
 component[4] = {"SLACK", "slack", 1} 
 component[5] = {"GEN", "generation", 2, Pin} 
 component[6] = {"LOAD", "load", 3, Pout} 
 numberofcomponents = 6 
 (* NET3.L end-of-file *) 

Fig. 6 – Symbolic specification for the sample power system. 
 

5 Symbolic Transactions 
A transaction is a bilateral exchange of power between the buyer and the 

seller. Modeled as a pair of injections, it is constituted of one ‘generator’ 
injection and of one ‘load’ injection involved in a bilateral exchange, in terms of 
the power flow model. Transactions are commonly (numerical calculations) 
calculated from separate DC load flow solutions superimposed on the pre-
evaluated base case DC load flow solution [7]. 

However, there is no need for multiple DC load flows if one just uses 
symbolic analysis. Multiple load flow solutions are avoided by using the 
analytical expression of the line power flow solution, the symbolic analyzer 
product. The effect is as if all the transactions have been differently marked. 
Instead of repeatedly injecting (with both signs) the same ‘numerical’ amount of 
power into the network, one could apply the linearity principle (superposition) 
on the evaluated symbolic transfer function. Following the linearity principle, a 
whole generator active power injected into an observed node could even be 
engaged into the multiple trading, with different load nodes. This is enabled by 
the very layout of the symbolic transfer function, or the symbolic transaction. It 
is noteworthy that symbolic analysis casts away methods based on pre-
calculated, numerical distribution factors, or PTDFs, which is of enormous 
benefit. Methods for ATC calculation are highly dependent on pre-stored 
PTDFs and therefore very vulnerable when grid changes occur. The major 
drawback of the numerical distribution factor methods is that they are valid 
either for certain base-case network topology or for certain slack-bus position. 
The distribution factor based methods used in network operation and planning 
rely on tables of pre-calculated and stored factors, which makes the whole 
system clumsy and vulnerable to different inaccuracies (topology errors, 
unexpected contingencies). With pre-calculated symbolic transfer functions, 
these ‘problems’ do not exist. Using the symbolic analyzer with the traditional 
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successive expansion method of network planning, it is shown that symbolic 
analyzer concept provides "more analysis" and with less effort than the 
traditional method [13]. The simple example will be used to derive the symbolic 
expressions for the ATCs. Let us observe the traditional five nodes/seven lines 
test-network [14] with the slack node at 3, on Fig. 7.  

~

1 3 4

2 5

~

 
Fig. 7 – Five nodes/seven lines test power system. 

 

P24 =  
(Pout4 (B12 B13 B24 B25 + B12 B23 B24 B25 + 
        B13 B23 B24 B25 + B12 B13 B24 B45 + 
        B12 B23 B24 B45 + B13 B23 B24 B45) + 
 Pout5 (-B12 B24 B25 B34 - B13 B24 B25 B34 + 
         B12 B13 B24 B45 + B12 B23 B24 B45 + 
         B13 B23 B24 B45) + 

 Pin1 (B12 B24 B25 B34 + B12 B24 B34 B45) + 
 Pin2 (B12 B24 B25 B34 + B13 B24 B25 B34 + 
       B12 B24 B34 B45 + B13 B24 B34 B45)) / 
(B12 B13 B24 B25 + B12 B23 B24 B25 + 
 B13 B23 B24 B25 + B12 B13 B25 B34 + 
 B12 B23 B25 B34 + B13 B23 B25 B34 + 
 B12 B24 B25 B34 + B13 B24 B25 B34 + 
 B12 B13 B24 B45 + B12 B23 B24 B45 + 
 B13 B23 B24 B45 + B12 B13 B25 B45 + 
 B12 B23 B25 B45 + B13 B23 B25 B45 + 
 B12 B13 B34 B45 + B12 B23 B34 B45 + 
 B13 B23 B34 B45 + B12 B24 B34 B45 + 
 B13 B24 B34 B45 + B12 B25 B34 B45 + 
 B13 B25 B34 B45) 
Fig. 8 – Line power P24 – SADCLF generated full symbolic solution (Slack = 3). 
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Program SADCLF is capable of generating symbolic transfer functions 
such as active power flows on lines between nodes 2 and 4. Active power 
generator (‘in’) and load injections (‘out’) are in the symbolic form, as well as 
network susceptances, e.g. for the line active power transfer at nodes 2 and 4 
(Fig. 8). 

On Fig. 6, Pini (positive for direction into the node) and Pouti 
(positive for direction out of the node) indicate the generator and load injections 
at node i , respectively. The number of network buses (nodes) is n , while 

1n +  is the ground node; 1,2, ,i n= … ; The line/transformer susceptance ijB  is 
found between the buses i  and j  of the network. Generally, 

 , , , , ( , )
gi pj

mn mni gi mnj pj gi pj
i j

P a P b P m n i j
∈α ∈α

= + ∈ α α∑ ∑ , (1) 

e.g., line 12 (Fig. 7) transfer function (data, [14]), yields 

 ( )12 1 2 4 50.628571 1 0.340909 0.0681818 0.25g g p pP P P P P= ⋅ − + + . (2) 

In mnP , giα  are the generator and pjα  are the load buses, respectively. It is 
easy to group injections pairs into transactions. Let us write the incremental 
form of this equation. One injection pair consists of an increment 0PΔ >  
injected into node i  and of the same increment 0PΔ >  drawn from node j  of 
the network. The line power transfer distribution factors, PTDFs, mnia , mnjb  are 
generally symbolic expressions, driving-point transmittances derived by 
SADCLF. It is worth notifying that one could now actually see the how PTDFs 
are composed of the network parameters (Fig. 8). So far, PTDFs have been 
commonly presented as the power ratios and with the numerical value. Further 
on, an increment of the line mn  power flow mnijPΔ  is related to the increment of 
the bilateral exchange of power between the seller at the bus i  and the buyer at 
the bus j , as obtained from the SADCLF symbolic simulator. Hence, the 
available line mn  transfer capacity due to injection of PΔ  at i  and j , 

mnijALC  is derived thusly 

 
minmnij t mn mnALC P P= − . (3) 

Here, 
mint mnP  is the line mn  thermal limit. The flow mnP  is due to base case 

scheduled line loading and the superimposed increment mnPΔ  due to injection at 
i  and j  buses 

 min 0( )mnij t mn mn mnijALC P P P= − − Δ . (4) 
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The new adjusted line limit min 0t mnPΔ  is obtained after subtracting the base 
line flow 0mnP , while mnijALC  comprises the injection of ijPΔ  at i  and j  thusly 

 min 0mnij t mn ij mni mnjALC P P a b⎡ ⎤= − Δ +⎣ ⎦ . (5) 

Finally, superimposing injection klPΔ  at respective nodes k  and l , yields 
to 

 }{min 0 / [ ] / [ ] ,mnijkl t mn mni mnj ij mnk mnl mni mnj klATC P a b P a b a b P⎡ ⎤= + − Δ − + + Δ⎣ ⎦  (6) 

and so on. Easily, one could proceed to as many as necessary combinations, 
which in the case of five node network yields 20 ATCs. 

Fig. 9 gives the outlook of the SADCLF – ATC calculator, with the 
observed transaction (MW) on x -axis and the ATC (MW) on y -axis. 
Transaction from 4 to 5 is the observed transaction, and the slider (“Trans52”) is 
moved to the middle position to check the impact of the variable amount 
superimposed transaction from 5 to 2 to already existing limitations of the 
transaction from 4 to 5 and from 5 to 4. 

50 100 150 200 250
Trans @MWD0

200
400
600
800

ATC @MWD
l12

l13

l23

l24

l25

l34

l45

Trans23

Trans45

Trans52

87

T 45

 
Fig. 9 – The SADCLF-ATC calculator. 

 

6 The Benefit of the ATC Symbolic 
Evaluation – Sensitivity Analysis 
Let us assume that three transactions, from 5 to 3, from 4 to 1 from 2 to 4, 

were established in the observed system (Fig. 7) at consecutive time intervals 
1t , 2t  and 3t , respectively (Fig. 10). 
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Fig. 10 – The system transactions observed in time-order. 

 
Fig. 11 shows two „snapshots“ of the system. The first state (marked with 

the thicker lines) is the system base-case. The base case assumes that generators 
and loads are at their initial conditions from [14]. These „internal“ conditions 
will remain constant, throughout the experiment. There are no transactions yet, 
but the possibility of transaction from 2 to 3 is considered. The ATC of the 
system is ATC 23 (MW) and the active constraint of the system is on the line 
no. 23 (from 2 to 3). The active (limiting) constraint is the line closer to the 
origin (0). At 1t , after the transaction 53 140MWP =  from 5 to 3 is established 
(thinner lines, Fig. 11), the active constraint has changed and is now on the line 
34. Due to the additional transaction, the system „availability“, i.e., the system 
capacity for enabling the transmission from 2 to 3 is significantly reduced. 

 
Fig. 11 – System ATC for transaction 23 at base-case and for transaction 53. 
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In the sequel of events, at 2t , after the transaction 41 100MWP =  from 4 to 
1 is established (thicker lines are the 1t  „history“, thinner lines depict the new 
state, Fig. 12). Transmission from 2 to 3 is no longer possible, one limit has 
been violated (ATC line 34 for 53 140MWP =  and 41 100MWP = , Fig. 12). It 
could also be observed the impact that transmission from 4 to 1 has on ATC on 
line 23. When transaction 23 is established, line 23 becomes unloaded, due to 
counter-flow established in that line (the dotted line has moved away from the 
origin). 

 
Fig. 12 – System ATC for transaction 23,  

with transaction 53, before and after transaction 41. 

 
Fig. 13 – System ATC for transaction 23, enlarged after transaction 23. 
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If the time ( 3 2t t− ) interval is relatively small, transaction 24 (Fig. 10) at 3t  
in the network would benefit the system security and available transmission 
capacity for the transmission corridor from 2 to 3 of interest. The newly 
established conditions, at t3, are as usual, depicted with thinner lines (Fig. 13). 

7 Conclusion 
Power system networks are nowadays exposed to the multitude of power 

transactions. This kind of behavior was not accounted in power systems before 
deregulation and activities of electrical power markets. In order to maintain the 
steady state normal secure operation of power systems with transactions, new 
sets of rules are constantly being invented and devised by the regulation 
authorities. 

This paper and the methodology proposed aim at interested professionals in 
the broader field of energy (traders, marketers, dispatchers) to comprehend the 
electrical power transfer capacity (availability) problem. The power system high 
voltage network is hardly comparable to highways or superconductive plates. 
Power traffic on it has its specific limitations, some of which are described in 
this paper. 

The power flow method as a tool is here is therefore duly reduced to the 
simplified, linear, DC power (load) flow network model. Aiming to clarify 
notions used in deregulated power systems, the cognitive-powerful symbolic 
analysis tool is proposed as a methodology. Symbolic analysis is in this paper 
applied as the linear, symbolic analysis DC power flow model. The 
mathematical model involves terms such as linear security constraints, 
Available Transfer Capability (ATC), Power Transfer Distribution Factors 
(PTDFs) and transactions. The scope is to simulate a simple network 
environment with multiple transactions, offering new visualization prospectives.  

The numerical laboratory exercise-like problem description should suffice 
an eager and interested engineer or economist in receiving an insight into 
contemporary terms related to power systems operation in market environment 
and its physical constraints.  
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